






Disparity

• implies difference without suggesting the nature of  that 

difference 

(In)equality

• implies that the observed difference is not reducible to 

‘nature’

(In)equity

• begins with justice concerns. Inequitable outcomes are 

patterned by social structures & resulting distributions of  

resources and hazards.

Key Terminologies for Health & Healthcare



Fundamental Causes
• The underlying social patterning of  resources that drives 

health inequities (Phelan & Link, 2015)

• Also underlies inequities in healthcare access (White, 

Haas, & Williams, 2012)

Social Determinants of Health (SDoH)
• “The conditions in which people are born, grow, work, 

live, and age, and the wider set of  forces and systems 

shaping the conditions of  daily life. These forces and 

systems include economic policies and systems, 

development agendas, social norms, social policies and 

political systems.” (WHO)

Social Needs

Social Risk

STRUCTURAL

INDIVIDUAL

Individual-level screening and 

identification of  needs and risks among 

patients within healthcare systems.
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Racial 

Segregation in 

Baltimore, MD

AKA “the Black 

Butterfly”







Here’s how a health 

system might 

conceptualize itself  in 

relation to

“populations”

Note emphasis on 

geographically bound 

“populations” of  

patients as markets



And here is a commonly used model 

used in health research- the social 

ecological model.

This model emphasizes the 

interlinked, multi-scalar and 

contextual influences on health 

outcomes. This is fundamentally, a 

relational conception of  health and 

place.
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"In the United States, race-based wealth inequality and the subsequent lack of  

access to health insurance and health care has long meant that Black 

individuals, among other minorities, carry an excess disease burden." 

(Ehlers & Krupar 2017, pp 32)
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”
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